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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Over the last years, there have been several incidents with cracks in high head Francis turbines. These cracks are 

understood to be related to pressure pulsations, vibration modulus and combination of these. In this paper, an 

investigation of pressure pulsations in a High Head model turbine is performed with the use of onboard pressure sensors 

and strain gauge. Earlier onboard measurements have mainly utilized blade-mounted sensors. In this paper, a setup 

with hub-mounted pressure sensors are described. In addition, a strain gauge mounted on the trailing edge of one blade 

is used to relate the measured pressure to the loading on the blade. Results from the measurements gave a good but not 

complete picture of the wave propagation through the runner. The most dominating frequency was the guide vane 

passing frequency on both the pressure measurements and the strain measurements. The measurements did not provide 

all necessary information for full analysis of the onboard pressure pulsations. On the other hand, the setup is considered 

as a good reference for computational fluid dynamics validation (CFD) and is considered less extensive for evaluating 

the onboard pressure pulsations compared to blade-mounted sensors. 
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SAMMENDRAG 

 

 

I løpet av de siste årene har det vært flere hendelser med sprekker i høytrykks francisturbiner. Disse sprekker er 

forstått å være relatert til trykkpulsasjoner, vibrasjonsmodulus og kombinasjoner av disse. I denne artikkelen, er en 

undersøkelse av trykkpulsasjoner i en høytrykks Francis modellturbin utført ved bruk av trykksensorer og strekklapp 

montert i løpehjulet. Tidligere tilsvarende målinger har i hovedsak benyttet bladmonterte sensorer. I denne utredningen, 

er et oppsett med sensorer montert bosset beskrevet. I tillegg er det montert en strekklapp på bakre kant av et blad for 

å relatere trykkmålinger til bevegelse av bladet. Resultatene fra målingene ga et godt bilde av bølgeforplantning 

gjennom løpehjulet, men ikke helt komplett. Den mest dominerende frekvens var ledeskovelpassering både på 

trykkmålinger og strekkmålinger. Målingene gav ikke alle svar på bølgefysikken inni hjulet, men er ansett som en god 

referanse for sammenligning med Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). I tillegg er oppsettet regnes som mindre 

omfattende i forhold til bladmonterte sensorer. 
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Abstract— Over the last years, there have been several incidents 

with cracks in high head Francis turbines. These cracks are 

understood to be related to pressure pulsations, vibration modulus 

and combination of these. In this paper, an investigation of 

pressure pulsations in a High Head model turbine is performed 

with the use of onboard pressure sensors and strain gauge. Earlier 

onboard measurements have mainly utilized blade-mounted 

sensors. In this paper, a setup with hub-mounted pressure sensors 

are described. In addition, a strain gauge mounted on the trailing 

edge of one blade is used to relate the measured pressure to the 

loading on the blade. Results from the measurements gave a good 

but not complete picture of the wave propagation through the 

runner. The most dominating frequency was the guide vane 

passing frequency on both the pressure measurements and the 

strain measurements. The measurements did not provide all 

necessary information for full analysis of the onboard pressure 

pulsations. On the other hand, the setup is considered as a good 

reference for computational fluid dynamics validation (CFD) and 

is considered less extensive for evaluating the onboard pressure 

pulsations compared to blade-mounted sensors. 

 

Index Terms— Onboard pressure pulsations; high head Francis 

Turbine 

Nomenclature 

Symbol Description Unit 

Friction factor and basic equation: 

𝑍𝑔 Number of guide vanes [−] 

𝑍𝑏 Number of runner blades [−] 
𝑓0 Runner frequency [𝑠−1] 
𝑓𝑔 Guide vane passing frequency [𝑠−1] 

𝑓𝑏 Blade passing frequency [𝑠−1] 
𝑚 Harmonic number [−] 
𝜙 Phase angle [𝑟𝑎𝑑] 
𝑃 Pressure [𝑃𝑎] 
𝑅 Reflection coefficient [−] 
𝑔 Guide vane [−] 
𝑏 Blade [−] 

RSI   

I. INTRODUCTION 

he high focus on environment and green energy 

together with aging Norwegian Hydropower leads to 

refurbishment of power plants and new turbines. 

Some new power plants with installed Francis runner have 

experienced breakdown after few running hours. The design 

and calculations of runners are based on numerical analysis, but 

the main problem is to get reliable results regarding fluid 

structure interaction in the runner. The biggest issue is crack 

propagation and its origin. For a better understanding of the 

physics behind this problem, model testing and computer 

simulations must be performed. Pressure pulsations and 

vibrations lead to cyclic stress on the turbines and potential 

fatigue damage. Furthermore, a high focus on savings related to 

materials leads to more vulnerability to fatigue cracks[1].  

In high head hydropower (HPP) with Francis turbines, the 

rotor stator interaction (RSI) is the most dominating 

frequency[2]. Several studies focuses on this interaction and the 

possible interference between the travelling waves around the 

runner[3]–[5]. The wave created by the runner blades passing 

the guide vanes are mainly found outside the runner between 

upper and lower cover, through the guide vane section and in 

the spiral casing. Measurements on prototypes revealed high 

amplitudes with the blade passing frequency due to a certain 

combination of blade numbers and guide vane numbers[3], [4]. 

When considering the waves inside a HPP Francis runner, the 

main frequencies found on strain gauge measurements are 

related to RSI and its harmonics. In addition, studies with 

onboard measurements shows that other frequencies are present 

as well. At part-load, the helical vortex rope induces pressure 

fluctuations with both an asynchronous and a non-rotation 

synchronous component. It is shown that only the asynchronous 

has impact on the blade loading [6]. The main method found for 

onboard measurements, are with the use of blade-mounted 

sensors. One experiment with this setup concluded with good 

results[7]. This is also done on the same runner as current 

measurement, but the complexity of the setup and durability of 

Analysis of onboard pressure pulsations and its 

influence on blade loading in a High Head 

Francis model turbine. 

Einar Agnalt, Ole Gunnar Dahlhaug 

einar.agnalt@ntnu.no 

Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
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the sensors was not satisfactory[8]. In this paper, a 

measurement method with hub mounted pressure sensors and 

blade mounted strain gauge, is used to analyze the influence on 

trailing edge loading from rotor stator interaction onboard a 

high Francis model runner. The setup utilizes a high sampling 

rate to be able to analyze the details of the waves on both sides 

of a blade and the correlation to strain. 

 

A. Theory 

In HPP with installed Francis runners, the frequencies with 

predominant amplitudes are related to rotor stator interaction 

RSI, guide vane frequency and blade passing frequency[9]. 

This phenomenon is well described as by Tanaka[10]. The 

pressure waves from the guide vane passing is mainly found in 

the runner channels while the blade passing frequency is mainly 

found in the vaneless space between the runner and guide vane 

cascade and propagating into the spiral casing[4]. The 

frequencies and its harmonics are from the relationship between 

number of blades and number of guide vanes. Kubota et.al [11] 

used the connection to diameter mode and Rodriguez et.al [12] 

further connected this to the sequence of interaction, when and 

where the passing occurs. In this paper the notation 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
𝑚 and 

𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑏
𝑚 will be used for guide vane frequency and blade passing 

frequency respectively. The harmonic number is m. 

The relative phase shift of the RSI frequencies is from a 

geometric point of view: 

 

 
𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼

𝑚 = 𝑚 ∙ 2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ (
𝑍𝑔

𝑍𝑏

− 1) [𝑟𝑎𝑑] (1) 

 

The phase shift is for two neighboring channels, thus channels 

with more than one blade between will have an increased shift 

as a multiple of single blade shift. 

Two neighboring channels will have a pressure difference 

due to phase shift: 

 

 Δ𝑃𝑚 = 2 ∙ sin(𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼
𝑚 + 𝜋) [−] (2) 

 

A phase difference of -0.5𝜋 gives double pressure difference 

illustrated in figure. P1 and P2 are pressures on each side of a 

blade. 

 
Figure 1 Differential pressure with -0.5∙ 𝜋 phase shift. 

 

The time delay of the phase shift is related to the runner 

frequency 𝑓0 and is equal for all harmonics: 

 
𝑅𝑆𝐼Δ𝑡

b,g
=

ϕRSI

m ∙ 2 ∙ π ∙ f0 ∙ Zb,g

  (3) 

When considering a travelling wave through a channel, any 

discontinuity in the properties of the channel, can cause the 

wave front to be reflected. Discontinuities are changes in area, 

changes in the elasticity of the walls, division into branches and 

more. The amount of reflected energy and the reflected phase 

are described with a reflection coefficient 𝑅. For a closed end 

pipe, the coefficient is 𝑅 = 1 which means total reflection with 

no phase shift. With an open-ended pipe or into a reservoir 𝑅 =
−1 which is total reflection with 180 degree phase shift. The 

pressure pulse in a travelling wave will move with the speed of 

sound. When reflection occurs, the combination of forward and 

reflected wave results in a standing wave. These waves gives a 

situation where there is no energy transmission in the system. 

In any viscous system with oscillatory motion, there will be 

losses, thus there will always be a travelling wave since the 

reflected wave has less energy[13]. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiment was done in the Waterpower Laboratory at 

Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU. 

Figure 2 gives an overview of the Francis test rig setup. The 

runner is a splitter design with 15+15 blades. The number of 

guide vanes is 28. Several recent measurements are available 

with this model related to the Francis-99 project, both steady 

state and transient operations [14]. 

The predominnant frequencies in the NTNU Francis test rig 

are summarized in Table 1 

 

Frequency  [𝑠−1] 

Guide vane passing 𝑓𝑔 28𝑓0 

Blade passing 𝑓𝑏 30𝑓0 

Rheinegans 𝑓𝑟  ~0,3𝑓0 

Upstream standing wave  ~15 

Downstream standing wave  ~42 

  

Known noise frequencies  

Generator control 300 and 600 

  

Table 1 Known frequencies in NTNU test rig 

 

The strain gauges mounted on the blade are semiconductor-

based because of high sensibility compared to metal foil 

gauges. The data acquisition was done through a slip-ring, 

enabling full synchronization between rotating and stationary 

domain. Custom-built amplifiers mounted on the shaft did the 

conversion from bridge output to +-10V and in this way 

increased the signal to noise ratio through the slip-ring system. 

 

-2

-1

0

1

2 P1
P2
ΔP
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Figure 2 Overview of measurement setup 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3Posistion of pressure sensors over runner channels. 

 

The pressure sensors were Kulite XTE-190(m) with range 

from 0-3,5bara. Five sensors were flush mounted in the hub as 

seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Two sensors in separate 

channels at the inlet (PT10-PT11), upstream splitter (PT12), 

downstream splitter (PT13) and one close to the outlet (PT14). 

The distance between the sensors are summarized in Table 2 

 

PT10 to PT12 104,6 ± 0,1 

PT12 to PT13 69,6 ± 0,1 

PT13 to PT14 61,6 ± 0,1 

Table 2 Distance between sensors [mm] 

 

 

 

Figure 4 PT10, PT12, PT13 and PT14 mounted in the hub. 

 

The strain gauge was Kulite S/UDP-350-175 in quarter 

Wheatstone bridge configuration. This configuration makes no 

temperature compensation. A zero point reference was taken 

before and after experiment. This indicated a zero point drift, 

hence the stationary values are considered invalid. However, 

the frequencies and the ratio between amplitudes can give a 

good indication of the connection between pressure pulsations 

and blade movement. A single strain gauge will not be 

sufficient for determination of blade loading since the output is 

one directional strain.  

 

 

High pressure

tank
Low pressure

tank

Turbine assembly

PT10
PT11

PT12

PT13

PT14
Splitter

Full

Guide Vane

PT

10

PT

12

PT

13

PT

14
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Figure 5 Strain gauge on blade. 

 

 
Figure 6 Picture of strain blued on blade. 

 

Data acquisition (DAQ) was done with Labview and cDAQ 

from National Instruments. Maximum sample speed with 

available equipment was 50𝑘 [𝐻𝑧]. All DAQ inputs was 

equipped with elliptic anti-aliasing filter. All wires were 

shielded and connected to a common reference. The complete 

setup is illustrated in Figure 7 

A. Calibration and setup verification 

Pressure sensors were calibrated with a dead weight 

manometer with air as medium. This was done without rotation 

of the slip-ring. Total uncertainty for the pressure 

measurements includes uncertainty of calibration method and 

regression line from calibration. The uncertainty was found to 

be max ±0,2% in the operating range. Because the slip ring will 

rotate during measurements, a comparison of noise with and 

without rotation was carried out with a constant 10V signal 

from a precision voltage source mounted on the shaft. The noise 

floor was found to be 6𝜇 [𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠], which is below the technical 

noise floor of the voltage supply, and thus the noise addition 

through the slip-ring is negligible in this experiment. The 

measurements are dynamic and the amplitude reduction is 

documented to not be more than -3dB for frequencies up to 

25𝑘 [𝐻𝑧]. The measured amplitudes below this frequency is 

therefore considered to be within the steady calibrated 

uncertainty. 

The strain gauge was not calibrated, but the relative 

uncertainty of the theoretical output from the amplifier was 

calculated with root-sum-squares as described by Kalita 

et.al[15]. The uncertainty was found to be max ±0,25% in the 

operating range. 

B. Post processing 

To evaluate frequencies, FFT was used with Welch’s 

method. To evaluate phase between signals, mean and 95% 

confidence interval was calculated from multiple FFT with 

different signal lengths. To verify the FFT, inverse FFT was 

calculated and compared to original signal. A filtered signal 

was used together with the raw signal as an additional 

evaluation method for the amplitudes. 

 

 
Figure 7 DAQ setup. 

C. Operation points 

Three operating points were tested. Part load (PL), Best 

efficiency point (BEP) and High Load (HL) as summarized in 

Table 3 

 

Stationary domain

DAQ 24VDC

Slip-ring

Slip-ring

Amp 10VDC

Rotating domain

Shaft

Onboard

Strain Gauge

Pressure Sensors
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 PL BEP HL 

Guide vane angle [deg] 6,9 10,1 12,6 

 𝑛𝐸𝐷 [-] 0,179 0,178 0,177 

 𝑄𝐸𝐷  [-] 0,106 0,152 0,184 

Table 3 Operation points 

III. RESULTS 

The results are presented from inlet to outlet of the runner. 

First, the phase shift is evaluated with PT10 and PT11. Further, 

the amplitudes and timing of the pressure waves inside the 

runner channel measured by PT10, PT12, P13 and PT14 are 

presented. Strain is presented as FFT with relative amplitudes. 

Finally, the differential pressure over one blade trailing edge is 

calculated for the correlation between the pressure and the 

strain measurements.  

Theoretical RSI phase shift, calculated from equation (1). 

 
𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼

1 = −
2

15
∙ 𝜋 ≈ −0,419[𝑟𝑎𝑑] (4) 

PT11 and PT10 is placed with two blades between, thus the 

phase shift will be twice the calculation of two neighboring 

channels: 

 
𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼

1 |11−10  =
4

15
∙ 𝜋 ≈ 0,838 [𝑟𝑎𝑑] 

 
(5) 

FFT was used to find the phase shift for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1  and 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔

2 from 

the measurements. The results are presented in Table 4. 

 

 PL BEP HL 

 𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼  𝐷𝑒𝑣 𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼  𝐷𝑒𝑣 𝜙𝑅𝑆𝐼  𝐷𝑒𝑣 

𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 0,841 +0,4 0,838 0 0,838 0 

𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2 1,708 +1,9 1,807 +7,8 2,120 +26,5 

Table 4 FFT calculation of phase shift in  
[𝒓𝒂𝒅] from the measurements and deviation from calculations 

with equation (1) [%]. 
 

The measured signal from PT11 and PT10 is presented in 

Figure 8. The dominating frequency is the guide vane 

frequency. With current runner speed, the signal from PT10 

must be moved forward 13,7 ms in time to be measuring the 

same guide vane passing as PT11. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Raw signals from PT10 and PT11 at BEP. Mean 

is subtracted and amplitudes are normalized to common max. 

 

To identify the different frequencies at the inlet of the runner, 

a FFT of PT10 is presented in Figure 9. The most dominating 

is 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 = 155 [𝐻𝑧] and 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔

2 = 310 [𝐻𝑧]. The blade passing 

frequency 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑏
1 = 166 [𝐻𝑧] is also visible. Other peaks with 

lower frequencies are related to runner frequency and the 

rotating vortex rope in the draft tube, but this is not focused on 

in this paper. For comparison of pressure amplitudes, all peaks 

are related to 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 for normalizing. 

 
Figure 9 FFT of PT10 normalized amplitudes to max 

amplitude guide vane passing. Running point is BEP 

 

The average amplitudes through the runner channel is 

presented for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 in Figure 10 and for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔

2 in Figure 11. The 

amplitudes are calculated by Welch’s method and verified by 

analysis of raw signal and by filtering the frequency of interest. 

 
Figure 10 Relative amplitudes of 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔

1 on different 

running points through the runner. 

 

 
Figure 11 Relative amplitudes of 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔

2on different 

running points through the runner. 
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Time delay between the different sensors through the channel 

is presented in Table 5. The delay is presented with velocity and 

time calculated from equation (3) based on FFT phase 

evaluation and distance from Table 2. This was found most 

convenient because the distances between sensors are not equal, 

thus by evaluating speed, both time delay and distance is 

considered.  

 

 PL BEP HL 

 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 𝑡 𝑣 𝑡 𝑣 𝑡 𝑣 

10 to 12 93 891 101 968 106 1016 

12 to 13 50 721 53 764 51 730 

13 to 14 -20 -333 -7 -116 -15 -249 

 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2       

10 to 12 -58 -553 -87 -836 -90 -864 

12 to 13 -77 -1104 -81 -1169 -86 -1241 

13 to 14 -36 -582 -35 -573 -43 -698 

Table 5 Wave speed [m/s] and time [ms] through runner. 

PT is not included for the pressure sensor number. 

 

Results from the strain gauge is presented in Figure 12.It is 

clear that the domination frequencies are 42 [𝐻𝑧], 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 and 

𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2. From Table 1, 42 [𝐻𝑧] is known to be a standing wave 

downstream the runner and is not included in the current 

analysis. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 FFT of strain gauge signal. Amplitudes are 

normalized to highest common value. 

 

To simplify the evaluation of the differential pressure over 

the runner blade trailing edge, the RSI parts of PT14 was 

separated from the signal creating PT14RSI with the RSI part 

and PT14∗ as a signal without RSI. Then 𝑃𝑇14𝑅𝑆𝐼 was shifted 

according to the phase shift on the inlet and added back with 

PT14∗ creating a signal PT142 as if it was measured on the 

opposite side of the blade. PT14 and PT142 was then 

subtracted, creating ΔPT14. In Figure 13 the FFT of PT14 and 

ΔPT14 is presented. It is clear that the guide vane frequency 

amplitude is reduced by 20%. The second harmonic is 

multiplied by a factor of 1,47. From equation (2) the theoretical 

amplification for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔 due to phase shift is calculated to 0,81 

for first harmonic and 1,49 for second harmonic, thus theory 

and measurements coincide well. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13 FFT of PT14 and Δ𝑃𝑇14. Normalized as in 

Figure 9 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

To find the amplitudes of the different components, a 

combination of Welch’s method, inspection of raw signal and 

inspection of a filtered signal for the respective frequency did 

give equal results. It was not possible to give an exact value for 

the raw signal, but the filtered signal was used to calculate an 

average value and compared with FFT. The amplitudes are 

therefore considered reasonable. 

Evaluation of the phase shift and the time delay between the 

signals was not possible by inspection, because the difference 

was smaller than the noise on the raw signal. This noise is also 

considered as an uncertainty when filtering, thus the phase shift 
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on a filtered signal is not considered trustworthy. For phase 

evaluation, the only method used was FFT, which should have 

an additional method for validation. However, the phase shift 

calculated by FFT between PT10 and PT11 proved to be within 

0,4% of calculated value for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 as presented in Table 4. On 

the other hand, 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2 is not found to be within expected range. 

The 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2 is not fully understood, thus the FFT method for 

phase shift was used, despite the values calculated for 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2. 

The two sensors on the inlet of two different channels show 

coincident results, thus the measurements are considered 

representative for the actual pressure in the channel and is 

valuable for CFD validation. 

By comparing the estimated speed of the pressure waves in 

the runner channel, the measurements indicates 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1  as a 

travelling wave along the splitter. The calculated speed in Table 

5 is approximately the speed of sound inside the runner. With 

reflected waves, the measured speed will be below the speed of 

sound. The speed of sound should be evaluated in future 

measurements. Downstream the splitter, the 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 is found with 

very low speed, even in reverse direction. With a perfect 

standing wave, the speed should be close to zero. Negative 

values indicates more reflected energy than incoming, which is 

unphysical. However, since the channel is not a straight smooth 

tube, the angle on the outlet may cause the reflections to travel 

up towards the hub and thus give the results presented. This is 

illustrated in Figure 14. Current setup is not able to determine 

if such phenomena exists. However, reflection at the outlet of 

the channel will be present since there is a sudden change in 

area to the draft tube, giving possible wave reflections. 

 
 

Figure 14 Possible reflection at the outlet. 

 

The fact that the measurements indicate a travelling wave 

along splitter can be explained with the reduction of the 

amplitudes of 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1  as seen in Figure 10. If this reduction is 

equal for the reflected wave, it will dissipate before returning to 

the inlet and thus not give a standing wave. Another possibility 

is if the reflection coefficient is different for a wave travelling 

forward and backward in the same channel. For the forward 

travelling wave, the end of the splitter can appear as a smooth 

transition with reflection coefficient R~0, while the reflected 

wave may experience this as a blockage or open ended tube 

with a higher absolute R. This is known as a trapped wave and 

illustrated in Figure 15. Future measurements without rotation 

of the runner and a single pulse triggered on the inlet could be 

used to evaluate this phenomenon. 

 
 

Figure 15 Trapped wave. 

 

The high amplitude reduction of 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1  can be seen in relation 

to the curved channel and the mixing of two velocity fields past 

the splitter. In addition, the curved channel gives more 

reflections and more energy dissipation from the waves. Since 

there is a high pressure and low-pressure side of each blade and 

splitter, there will be a velocity field mixing downstream the 

splitter. This was explained by Kobro[8]. This mixing zone can 

be seen as a source for reducing the amplitudes of the pressure 

waves. 

In Figure 11 the 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2 amplitudes through the runner channel 

is presented. While the 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 is reduced throughout the channel, 

the 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
2 is higher at the middle of the channel and lower at the 

inlet and outlet. I addition, the calculated speed in Table 5 is 

indicating a wave travelling from the outlet to inlet of the runner 

for all running points. If the second harmonics is developing at 

the inlet of the runner together with the first harmonics, this 

development is not fully understood. The discussed reflection 

at the outlet is one possible explanation for higher amplitudes 

along the runner hub. Another possibility is the second pressure 

wave from the opposite side of the splitter joining at the trailing 

edge of the splitter. If these two waves join, the amplitude 

should increase at PT13. However, this does not explain the 

high amplitude at PT12, and is not consistence with the 

amplitudes related to 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1. Higher amplitude of PT12 indicates 

that the reflected energy from both channels is returning in one 

channel. Measurements in both splitter channels could give 

more answers. However, this is not consistent with the trapped 

wave theory. A final consideration is that the second harmonic 

is initiated by vibration and not developed at the inlet of the 

runner channel. This could be more consistent with both the 

travelling speeds and the phase calculated. This needs further 

investigation. 

The frequencies measured by the strain gauge are dominated 

by the RSI phenomena. As seen in Figure 12, the 𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑔
1 and the 

second harmonics is most dominating. When calculating the 

amplification created by the phase shifted pressure pulse in 

equation (2), it is quite evident that the higher harmonics are 

Ring

Hub
Inlet

Outlet

Chan
nel

R~0 downstream

R~1 upstream
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amplified more than the first, thus care should be taken in the 

design phase evaluating higher harmonics and the risk of 

amplification.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of the first harmonic of the guide vane 

passing frequency gave good results and was in correlation to 

earlier experiments. The measurement setup is considered to 

give valuable data for CFD verification. However, a full 

understanding of the pressure waves in the channel is not 

achieved with current analysis. On the other hand, if a CFD 

analysis is matching the measured pressure and strain, this 

could provide valuable information for explaining the physics 

in the runner channel. To get more information of the pressure 

waves inside the runner, further investigations with more 

sensors should be considered for both strain and pressure. The 

RSI frequency is found to be the most domination amplitude of 

the cyclic blade loading. The phase shift between two runner 

channels was used to validate the measurements and processing 

methods. The second harmonic of the RSI is not fully 

understood, both amplitudes and phase. However, the 

amplification due to phase shift was confirmed. Investigation of 

the measurements described in this paper, requires repetition. 

In addition, similar setup on different geometries could give 

valuable information for validation. The setup also provides the 

possibility to evaluate the propagating waves through the 

runner due to high frequency bandwidth. 

 

VI. FURTHER WORK 

To get a correct picture of the loading of the blades, more 

strain gauges will be mounted and if possible in rosette 

configuration for evaluation of the stress. In addition, blades 

that are more flexible and redesign of hub and shroud will be 

analyzed for truer scaling of the behavior of a prototype runner. 

Vibration modes should also be investigated as a possible cause 

for the higher harmonic amplitudes found. More pressure 

sensors will be considered for future measurements in this 

project. 
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